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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Chorea is defined as jerk-like movements that move randomly from one body part to
another. It is due to a variety of disorders and although current symptomatic therapy is quite effective
there are few etiology- or pathogenesis-targeted therapies. The aim of this review is to summarize our
own experience and published evidence in the treatment of chorea.
Areas covered: After evaluating current guidelines and clinical practices for chorea of all etiologies,
PubMed was searched for the most recent clinical trials and reviews using the term ‘chorea’ cross
referenced with specific drug names.
Expert commentary: Inhibitors of presynaptic vesicular monoamine transporter type 2 (VMAT2) that
cause striatal dopamine depletion, such as tetrabenazine, deutetrabenazine, and valbenazine, are
considered the treatment of choice in patients with chorea. Some clinicians also use dopamine receptor
blockers (e.g. antipsychotics) and other drugs, including anti-epileptics and anti-glutamatargics.
‘Dopamine stabilizers’ such as pridopidine and other experimental drugs are currently being investigated in the treatment of chorea. Deep brain stimulation is usually reserved for patients with disabling
chorea despite optimal medical therapy.

1. Introduction
Chorea is a hyperkinetic movement disorder consisting of
abrupt, irregular, random, jerk-like movements that can affect
any part of the body [1]. The term athetosis is used to describe
a slow form of chorea manifested by writhing movements
predominantly involving distal parts of extremities. Sometimes
it is considered a form of dystonia as some patients with acute
hemichorea evolve into hemiathetosis and then to hemidystonia [2]. Ballism typically consists of high amplitude, flinging
movements of proximal limbs and may affect only one side of
the body (hemiballism). Indeed, all three movements may be
found in a single patient, for example after a stroke involving
the subthalamic nucleus, starting with ballism and evolving into
chorea or athetosis.
There are many causes of chorea, including Huntington’s
disease (HD), neuroacanthocytosis (a group of neurologic conditions including ‘chorea-acanthocytosis’) [3], various autoimmune
and metabolic disorders, certain drugs, and structural lesions
involving the basal ganglia (Figure 1) [4]. Chorea is also seen as
part of tardive dyskinesia (TD) and paroxysmal movement disorders. Chorea is thought to develop as a result of dysfunction in
the complex networks connecting the basal ganglia, thalamus
and motor cortex [5]. Specifically, the dysfunction arises in the
two GABAergic striatopallidal pathways modulating the globus
pallidus internal segment (GPi). The ‘direct’ pathway, named
such because it is a single neuron pathway, facilitates movement
by inhibiting the GPi thus promoting thalamocortical stimulation. The ‘indirect’ pathway, named such because it connects
through the globus pallidus external segment (GPe) and
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subthalamic nucleus (STN), excites the GPi thus reducing thalamocortical stimulation and inhibiting movement. Overall control
of movement is achieved by a modulation of these two pathways
[4]. Degeneration of the indirect pathway in HD, overstimulation
of the direct pathway in levodopa-induced dyskinesia (LID) of
Parkinson’s disease (PD) or destruction of the STN by stroke,
ultimately leads to excessive thalamocortical stimulation and
the hyperkinetic state of chorea. This model, however, may be
too simplistic. For example, recent studies have provided evidence that changes in cortical excitability may play an important
role in generation of chorea but it remains unknown if these
precede or follow striatal changes [4,6,7]. Additionally, clinical
improvement in LID seen after pallidotomy, which would expect
to create a hyperkinetic state by destroying the GPi, is inconsistent with the current model.
Neurodegeneration and chorea in HD may be related to
various alterations in the balance of glutamate and dopamine neurotransmission of the striatum and cortex [8]. A
hyperdopaminergic state underlying chorea is supported by
the observation that reducing dopamine neurotransmission,
either by dopamine depletion or by blocking dopamine
receptors, ameliorates chorea [9]. Striatal degeneration in
HD may be the result of excitotoxicity mediated by complex
interactions between glutamate, dopamine, and abnormal
receptor regulation. Studies of HD mouse models have
shown increased glutamate neurotransmission in the direct
and indirect pathways, which may reflect the underlying
pathophysiology of altered firing rates of the GPi and GPe
seen in HD patients [8,10].
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Figure 1. Etiological classification of chorea. AIDS = acquired immune deficiency syndrome, APLS = antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, CASPR = contactin
associated protein, CRMP = collapsin response mediator protein, DRPLA = dentatorubropallidoluysian atrophy, HDL = Huntington’s disease-like, L-dopa = levodopa,
LGI = leucine-rich glioma-inactivated, MS = multiple sclerosis, NMDAR = N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor, PKAN = pantothenate-kinase associated degeneration,
PKD = paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia.

The approach to the treatment of chorea always begins with
a detailed clinical assessment to identify the cause as some may
be treatable (Figure 2) [11]. If a reversible or treatable cause
cannot be found, then symptomatic therapy can be considered
based on severity. Some patients may not even be aware of
their chorea and many may find it only socially embarrassing.
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For others, chorea may be quite severe and disabling.
Therefore, therapy ranges from simple reassurance and education to pharmacologic and surgical interventions. Chorea
usually requires treatment when it impairs the patient’s quality
of life, function, or safety [9,12]. Most studies into the treatment
of chorea have been conducted on patients with HD, which will
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Figure 2. Approach to chorea and treatment. APLS = antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, BHC = benign hereditary chorea (secondary to NKX2-1 mutation),
BoNT = botulinum toxin, CBZ = carbamazepine, DBS = deep brain stimulation, EU = European Union, GPi = globus pallidus internus, IVIG = intravenous
immunoglobulin, LID = levodopa-induced dyskinesia; PHT = phenytoin, PKD = paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia, PLEX = plasma exchange/plasmapheresis,
rTMS = repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, SLE = systemic lupus erythematosus, STN = subthalamic nucleus, TBZ = tetrabenazine, UK = United Kingdom,
VPA = valproic acid.
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be the focus of this review [1,13]. Studies of the progression of
motor symptoms in HD show that chorea decreases over time,
whereas hypokinetic-rigid symptoms slightly increase [14].
Therefore, as a rule, all patients with chorea should be frequently reassessed for adjustments in treatment.

2. Medical therapy
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2.1. Dopamine depleters
The currently available dopamine depleters tetrabenazine,
deutetrabenazine, and valbenazine act by inhibiting presynaptic vesicular monoamine transporter type 2 (VMAT2) [9].
Reserpine was one of the first monoamine depleters used
(for the treatment of hypertension) but due to a variety of
adverse effects it has been discontinued from the US market.
Another depleter, α-methylparatyrosine (AMPT) which acts by
inhibiting tyrosine hydroxylase, is also no longer available
partly due to the emergence of safer and more effective
monoamine depleters [15]. One notable benefit of the dopamine depleters in contrast to dopamine receptor blockers
(also referred to as neuroleptics or antipsychotics) is that
they do not cause TD [16–18]. Table 1 provides a comparison
between the three VMAT2 inhibitors available in the USA.

2.1.1. Tetrabenazine
Tetrabenazine (TBZ) was originally developed in the 1950s to
treat psychosis and in 1971 it was introduced in the UK for the
treatment of hyperkinetic movement disorders [19]. Although
one of the authors (JJ) has used TBZ in over a thousand
patients under a compassionate protocol since 1979, the
drug was not readily available in the USA until 2008 when it
became the first FDA-approved treatment for chorea associated with HD. In 2017, deutetrabenazine (discussed below)
was also approved for the treatment of HD-related chorea [20].
TBZ reversibly and selectively inhibits brain VMAT-2 that normally facilitates uptake of dopamine (and to a lesser extent
serotonin and norepinephrine) from the cytoplasm into presynaptic vesicles [16]. Inhibition of VMAT2 results in degradation of presynaptic dopamine by monoamine oxidases leading
to dopamine depletion. TBZ is quickly metabolized into alpha
and beta-dihydrotetrabenazine (half-life 5–7 h) via hepatic
isoenzyme CYP2D6. Because of its short half-life, TBZ is typically dosed three times a day [21].
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The TETRA-HD study, the pivotal trial that led to TBZs
approval by the FDA, was a multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized trial that clearly demonstrated
the efficacy of TBZ in HD chorea [22]. It involved 84 ambulatory patients with HD, 54 of whom were randomized to TBZ
and 30 received placebo. TBZ was associated with decreased
chorea severity by a mean of 5.0 units on the total maximal
chorea score of the Unified Huntington Disease Rating Scale
(UHDRS) compared with a decrease of mean 1.5 units with
placebo treatment at 12 weeks. Adverse events attributed to
TBZ included one suicide, increased suicidal ideation and
depression, prompting a black-box warning and warning
that the drug is contraindicated in patients who are actively
suicidal or have inadequately treated depression [19,23]. An
open-label extension study was conducted for up to 80 weeks
to assess its long-term safety and efficacy [24]. It showed a
sustained significant reduction of 4.6 units (SD 5.5, p < 0.001)
in the mean UHDRS total maximal chorea score although
somnolence, depression, akathisia, and parkinsonism were
reported as TBZ-related adverse effects.
Essentially all TBZ-related adverse effects have been shown
to be dose related and decrease with dose reduction [23].
They can be also managed with stimulants, antidepressants,
and other pharmacologic strategies if patients otherwise benefit from TBZ. Discontinuation of TBZ has been shown to be
relatively safe but might worsen chorea [22,25]. It is important
that physicians be educated about the pharmacology and use
of TBZ, including the need to start at low doses (12.5–25 mg
per day) and carefully titrate with close monitoring for adverse
effects and periodic reassessment of continued need for treatment. It is recommended by the FDA that patients receiving
more than 50 mg of TBZ per day be genotyped for CYP2D6
although this recommendation may need reconsideration
based on a retrospective review and genotypic data [21,23].
In 2012, the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) evidencebased guidelines assigned a level B recommendation for TBZ
in the treatment of HD-related chorea (along with amantadine
and riluzole) [26]. Based on a Cochrane Database systematic
review of controlled trials, only TBZ showed a clear efficacy for
the control of chorea and no drug studied provided diseasemodifying effect in HD [27,28].
In addition to HD, TBZ has also been shown to be effective
(off-label) in treating other choreas, including choreoathetosis
or hemiballism following stroke [29–31], neuroferritinopathy
[32], benign hereditary chorea (caused by NKX2-1 and ADCY5

Table 1. Comparison of VMAT2 inhibitors.
Drug
Mechanism of action
Active metabolites
Half-life (hours)
Dose range (recommended)
HD trials
Side effects

FDA approval

Tetrabenazine
Reversibly binds VMAT2
Yes
5 (Alpha-HTBZ)–7 (Beta-HTBZ)
12.5–100 mg/day
If >50 mg/day, then must genotype for CYP2D6
TETRA-HD
1. Depression
2. Parkinsonism
3. Akathisia
4. Peripheral (rare)
HD chorea

Deutetrabenazine
Reversibly binds VMAT2
Yes
9–10
6–48 mg/day

Valbenazine
Reversibly binds VMAT2
Yes
15–22
40–80 mg/day

FIRST-HD, ARC-HD
Similar to placebo
Peripheral (rare)

None
1. Fatigue
2. Headache
3. Somnolence
4. Peripheral (rare)
TD

HD chorea, TD

HD: Huntington’s disease; TD: tardive dyskinesia; HTBZ: dihydrotetrabenazine; VMAT2: vesicular amine transporter protein 2.
Peripheral side effects include orthostatic hypotension and gastrointestinal side effects such as nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.
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mutations) [33–35], autoimmune diseases [36,37], myoclonus
[38], tics associated with Tourette syndrome [16,39], TD [17],
and paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia [40].
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2.1.2. Deutetrabenazine
Driven largely by the adverse effect profile of TBZ and its relatively short half-life other VMAT2 inhibitors have been developed
and brought to the market in the recent past [41].
Deutetrabenazine is a novel VMAT2 inhibitor that incorporates
six atoms of the naturally occurring and nontoxic isotope deuterium or ‘heavy hydrogen’ in its molecule. Deuterium-carbon
bonds are stronger than hydrogen-carbon bonds and therefore
more resistant to metabolizing cytochrome P450 enzymes like
CYP2D6 [42]. This increases half-life without altering target pharmacology so that fewer and lower doses are needed for the same
benefit. Deutetrabenazine received FDA approval for treatment
of chorea in HD in April 2017 [20] based largely on the data from
the FIRST-HD study, a multicenter, randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial [43]. In this trial, 90 participants received
either deutetrabenazine (n = 45) or placebo (n = 45) for 12 weeks
which was divided into an 8-week titration phase and 4-week
maintenance phase followed by one week of washout.
Deutetrabenazine, taken twice a day, was shown to improve
chorea with a reduction in the mean UHDRS total maximal
chorea score of 2.5 points compared to placebo (p < 0.001) as
well as improve overall motor function by a reduction of mean
4.0 points in the UHDRS total motor score (p = 0.002). There was
no increase in sedation, depression, or suicidal ideation compared to the placebo arm of the study. When data from the
TETRA-HD study were compared to those in the FIRST-HD
study, deutetrabenazine was found to be associated with a significantly lower risk of adverse effects including agitation, akathisia, depression, somnolence, and parkinsonism compared to TBZ
[44]. Additionally, there was less frequent dose reduction or
adjustment with deutetrabenazine. In a study of 37 patients
switching overnight from three times daily TBZ to twice-daily
deutetrabenazine was shown to be safe and efficacious [45]. The
ARC-HD study, which began in December 2013, is an ongoing
open-label, longitudinal, safety study examining long-term
safety and efficacy of deutetrabenazine. The apparently better
safety profile of deutetrabenazine compared to TBZ is attributed
to its pharmacokinetic properties resulting in lower peak concentrations, larger area under the curve, and reduced plasma
fluctuations [15,46]. There is currently no head-to-head study
comparing tetrabenazine and deutetrabenazine.
Given its recent arrival on the market and frequent denials
by third party payers, there is limited experience with deutetrabenazine in its off-label use for treatment of other types of
hyperkinetic movement disorders. The AIM-TD study is a randomized, placebo-controlled, phase III trial that studied deutetrabenazine in TD and demonstrated significant efficacy as
well as safety and tolerability [47]. As a result, deutetrabenazine recently obtained FDA approval for the treatment of TD.

2.1.3. Valbenazine
Valbenazine, a prodrug of an isomer of TBZ, is a highly selective
and potent reversible VMAT2 inhibitor. It is slowly converted to a
highly selective and potent metabolite (the R,R,R-isomer of HTBZ –

dihydrotetrabenazine) resulting in a half-life of approximately 20 h
thereby allowing convenient once-a-day dosing [15]. R,R,R-HTBZ
has the highest VMAT2-binding affinity (implied by the lowest Ki,
the inhibitor constant) when compared to its parent drug valbenazine, TBZ and other metabolites of both drugs [48]. TBZ also
shares this R,R,R-HTBZ metabolite but due to the collective effect
of several other metabolites, both TBZ and valbenazine have
different overall pharmacologic profiles. This difference was
shown in a recent pharmacological characterization study using
in vitro and in vivo outcomes to measure the potency, selectivity,
and specificity of valbenazine and TBZ [48]. Results suggest that
since R,R,R-HTBZ is the dominant metabolite of valbenazine, it has
higher potency, selectivity, and specificity of VMAT2 binding than
TBZ. The study also demonstrated that valbenazine has less offtarget serotonin or dopamine (D1 and D2) receptor interactions.
Valbenazine has not been studied in HD so far. The drug received
FDA approval for the treatment of TD in April 2017 [49]. The
approval was based largely on the findings from the KINECT-3
study of valbenazine in psychiatric patients with TD [50].
Valbenazine has been also studied in children and adults
with Tourette syndrome but, based on information from company (Neurocrine) press releases, neither study met the prespecified primary end point which was the change-frombaseline between the placebo and active groups in the Yale
Global Tic Severity Scale (YGTSS) at Week 6 and Week 8,
respectively. Although secondary outcome measures favored
valbenazine, ‘underdosing’ was offered as an explanation for
the failure to meet the primary end point. As a result, the
company is now repeating the studies using higher dosages.

2.2. Dopamine antagonists
The dopamine antagonists (also referred to as antipsychotics or
neuroleptics) are commonly used in the treatment of chorea,
especially if there is associated psychosis, like in HD and TD.
Antipsychotics have varying affinity for and dissociation from the
D2 receptor which determines their propensity to cause TD.
Although the second and third generation of neuroleptics
(atypical antipsychotics) may have a better safety profile than
the classic neuroleptics they are still associated with a large variety
of side effects including parkinsonism, TD, cognitive impairment,
hypotension, sedation, school phobia, weight gain, metabolic
syndrome, and many other potential adverse effects [51–53]. An
international survey of HD chorea management practices among
experts found the majority of clinicians in Europe favor an antipsychotic as first line with a near equal split with TBZ among
experts in North America and Australia [54]. Interestingly, the
AAN evidence-based guidelines concluded there was insufficient
evidence for efficacy of antipsychotics to make specific recommendations of their use in the treatment of HD-related chorea
[26]. These guidelines have been criticized as they were based on
arbitrarily chosen chorea score cutoffs and therefore may not
reflect treatment recommendations by experts or standards established in common clinical practice [54,55].
While atypical antipsychotics are preferred in the USA (e.g.
olanzapine, risperidone, quetiapine, clozapine, aripiprazole, ziprasidone, paliperidone, lurasidone), tiapride, a typical antipsychotic
that is not available in the USA, is preferred in Europe [13,54].
However, many antipsychotics, such as risperidone, categorized as
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‘atypical’ have a pharmacological profile of ‘typical’ antipsychotics.
There are no placebo-controlled trials of typical antipsychotic
agents (e.g. haloperidol, pimozide, and fluphenazine) in chorea
and their use is based on case reports or small, nonrandomized
studies mainly published before 1990 with variable results
[9,13,51]. The exception is tiapride, where one randomized, placebo-controlled crossover trial in 1984 showed significant reduction of chorea in HD but this trial had some limitations making the
results difficult to interpret [13,56].
Atypical antipsychotics are usually preferred due to their
lower risk of TD compared to typical antipsychotics. In one
study, the prevalence rates of TD were significantly lower with
atypical antipsychotics (20.7%) vs. first-generation antipsychotics (30.0%) (p = 0.002) [57]. Olanzapine, generally safe and
well tolerated with positive effects on chorea and neuropsychiatric manifestations in small open-label studies, is the most
commonly prescribed antipsychotic in the UK for motor and
behavioral symptoms of HD [9,51,58]. Quetiapine has the lowest D2 antagonism in comparative reviews of antipsychotics
and therefore carries a low risk of TD and drug-induced
Parkinsonism [59]. This has earned it the title of the ‘most
atypical’ of the atypical antipsychotics [51]. Several case series
have demonstrated its anti-choreic effect and it is used by
12% of experts as a first-line drug in HD chorea [13,54].
Clozapine, which has the lowest risk of TD of all antipsychotics,
has been found to significantly reduce chorea in one randomized control study of 33 HD patients, but the trial was
terminated early due to its adverse effects, such as increased
risk of seizures, sedation, and cardiometabolic risks [51].
Furthermore, its efficacy is counterbalanced, if not superseded,
by the increased risk of agranulocytosis (0.5–2% patients)
which requires absolute neutrophil count monitoring weekly
from initiation to 6 months, every 2 weeks from 6 to 12 months
and then monthly after 12 months of therapy. This is difficult
to achieve in cognitively impaired HD patients. As noted
above, risperidone, while classified as ‘atypical,’ behaves
more like a typical antipsychotic and has a relatively higher
risk of TD [60]. Both risperidone and ziprasidone have been
shown to have positive effects on chorea with tolerable
adverse effects, but these drugs have only been studied in
either retrospective studies, case reports, or case series [13,51].
Aripiprazole deserves special mention as it is one of the most
widely prescribed drugs for psychiatric disorders. It has been
shown to reduce chorea to a degree comparable to TBZ in
case reports and one-blinded cross over study [61,62].
However, similar to other atypical antipsychotics, it has also
been shown to be associated with TD [63].
Haloperidol, risperidone, and olanzapine are used as secondline agents in the symptomatic treatment of Sydenham’s chorea
if valproic acid and carbamazepine are ineffective, although
VMAT2 inhibitors may be equally or even more effective [64].
Low-dose haloperidol can be safely used in chorea during pregnancy (chorea gravidarum) in the second and third trimesters,
although the involuntary movement often resolves spontaneously [65]. Antipsychotics have also been used with variable
success in autoimmune chorea [37], paraneoplastic chorea with
anti-CRMP5 (collapsin response-mediator protein 5) and anti-Hu
autoantibodies [36], vascular chorea [30], neuroacanthocytosis
[66], paroxysmal non-kinesigenic dyskinesia [40], and
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neuroferritinopathy [67]. It is generally recommended to start at
a low dose and slowly increase, titrating to clinical effect and
either reducing dose or switching agent if intolerable adverse
effects develop. Once patients are receiving antipsychotic drugs,
it is imperative that they are fully compliant with the prescribed
treatment and do not suddenly stop the drug as an abrupt
withdrawal can increase the risk of TD. We recommend using
antipsychotics as second-line agents to treat chorea given the
availability of newer and better studied drugs such as the VMAT2
inhibitors that do not have risk of TD.

2.3. Anti-glutamatergic
It has been suggested that excitotoxicity mediated through glutamate plays a role in HD as it does in animal models of neurodegenerative conditions [8]. These drugs, therefore, may not only
exert disease modifying effects, but may also improve chorea [26].

2.3.1. Amantadine
Amantadine is a noncompetitive N-methyl-D-aspartic acid
(NMDA) receptor antagonist, but its effects on the dopaminergic
system have not been well elucidated. It is considered the most
effective agent to treat LID in PD [68]. Several small randomized
trials have studied amantadine as an anti-chorea agent, but
doses of 400 mg/day or higher may be needed to meaningfully
suppress chorea, which may increase the risk of intolerable
adverse effects such as aggression, anxiety, insomnia, and hallucinations [69–71]. Amantadine has also been successfully used as
initial or adjunctive treatment for motor symptoms including
chorea in TD, neuroacanthocytosis, ataxia-telangiectasia, and
spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) 17 [17,66,72,73]. It is not known
whether extended-release amantadine, Govovri (previously
ADS-5102), recently approved by the FDA for the treatment of
LID, will be evaluated in the treatment of chorea [74].

2.3.2. Riluzole
Riluzole is a glutamate release inhibitor currently approved by
the FDA for the treatment of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. The
Huntington Study Group (HSG) conducted a multicenter, randomized, double-blind study to evaluate the dosage-related effect
of riluzole on chorea in 63 patients and found a reduction in
chorea at 8 weeks (p < 0.01) with doses of 200 mg/day but not
100 mg/day compared to placebo [75]. The drug, however,
caused a significant elevation of liver transaminases. A more
recent and larger 3-year randomized controlled study found no
benefit in chorea or in functional independence with riluzole at
any time point [76]. Riluzole has not been studied in other forms
of chorea. Given its limited success in HD and despite its level B
recommendation by the AAN [26], we do not generally recommend the drug in the treatment of HD-related chorea.

2.4. Antiepileptics
The antiepileptics are frequently used in the treatment of hyperkinetic movement disorders including tremor, dystonia, tics, and
chorea [1]. Carbamazepine is the most effective treatment of
paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia, which may be manifested by
chorea [24]. If ineffective, other antiepileptic drugs, such as phenytoin, topiramate, levetiracetam, valproic acid, oxcarbazepine,
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and lacosamide can be tried [40]. These drugs are also sometimes
used as symptomatic therapy in Sydenham’s chorea, although
VMAT2 inhibitors are probably more effective [36,64].
Myoclonus, which can sometimes resemble and occur in addition
to chorea in HD patients, may respond to valproic acid [77].
Valproic acid has also been reported as efficacious in treating
chorea due to other causes such as kernicterus, post-traumatic,
post-anoxic, and stroke [4,30]. Valproic acid and levetiracetam may
help in motor symptoms of neuroacanthocytosis, whereas involuntary movements such as motor tics may worsen with some
antiepileptics such as lamotrigine [78–80]. Studies of the use of
antiepileptics in HD chorea are very limited. Two small open-label
studies have looked at efficacy of levetiracetam. One reported
significant improvement in UHDRS scores and functional capacity
after 6 months of treatment without adverse effects [81]. The
second reported no significant changes in UHDRS total motor
scores [82]. Parkinsonism has been reported as a possible side
effect, which reversed with discontinuation of levetiracetam [83].
As the understanding of the genetics of both chorea and
epilepsy is growing, an increasing overlap is being found in gene
mutations originally reported in epileptic encephalopathies but
later also being associated with isolated movement disorders such
as chorea [84]. For example, chorea is the most frequent movement disorder in carriers of mutations in FOXG1, a gene encoding
a repressor protein that plays an essential role in the fetal telencephalon. Mutations in FOXG1 are associated with congenital
Rett-like syndrome and epilepsy [85]. A single missense mutation
in SCN8A, which encodes a voltage-gated Na-channel widely
expressed in the central nervous system, has been linked to
paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia and infantile seizures [86]. The
GNAO1 gene encodes a Gα protein-regulating GABA-B, α2-receptors and neurotransmitter release and mutations can lead to
epileptic encephalopathy with severe, fluctuating hyperkinetic
movements including chorea that respond to neuroleptics, TBZ,
and topiramate [87,88]. Further identification of such ion channels
and gene protein products may lead to specific treatments.

2.5. Benzodiazepines
No clinical trials have been performed to assess the effect of
benzodiazepines on chorea; however, many experts use these
drugs as adjunctive therapy, particularly if anxiety is a comorbid
factor [54]. Two case reports have suggested improvement in HD
chorea with clonazepam at doses up to 5.5 mg/day, however, at
this dosage, sedation becomes a potential adverse effect [13,89].
Benzodiazepines can decrease the frequency and severity of
attacks in paroxysmal non-kinesigenic dyskinesia [40].
Clonazepam reduces involuntary movements in TD but this
effect wanes over months of continuous use and therefore only
short-term use is recommended (less than 3 months) [17].
Successful use of clonazepam has been reported in various
cases of vascular chorea such as limb monochorea and hemiballism, but well-designed controlled trials are needed [30,90].

known as the dopidines [91]. Its pharmacodynamics are complex
and thought to be state dependent such that it increases striatal
dopaminergic transmission when the dopaminergic tone is low
and behaves as a dopaminergic antagonist when dopaminergic
activity is high [91]. Studies of HD mouse models suggest that
pridopidine mediates its effects through sigma-1 receptors (S1R)
to prevent striatal Ca2+ dysregulation and synaptic loss characteristic of HD [92]. S1R is an endoplasmic reticulum transmembrane protein and could be a potential target for HD therapy.
Two randomized placebo-controlled trials, the HD ACR16
Randomized Trial (HART) and the Multinational European
Multicenter ACR16 study in HD (MermaiHD), investigated efficacy
of pridopidine in HD and used the UHDRS modified motor score
(mMS) as a primary outcome [93,94]. The mMS showed improvement that did not reach statistical significance; however, its
calculation excludes measurement of chorea. The UHDRS total
motor score (TMS), which includes chorea in its calculation, was a
secondary outcome and did show significant improvement but
this was mostly driven by dystonia and eye movement scores,
not chorea. Pridopidine was well tolerated with an adverse effect
profile similar to placebo. The ongoing PRIDE-HD study (currently
in open-label phase, Open PRIDE-HD) was designed to build on
the findings of HART and MermaiHD using UHDRS-TMS as a
primary outcome measure. Preliminary findings, presented at
the 9th European Huntington Disease Network Plenary
Meeting in September 2016, showed mixed results with further
evaluation in process to determine potential benefits in reducing
chorea [13]. These results suggest that further studies are needed
including potential or expanding to other forms of chorea.

2.7. Levodopa
Levodopa is the mainstay of therapy in PD and long-term
therapy can lead to levodopa-induced dyskinesias [68]. Only
one distinct form of chorea has been reported to respond to
levodopa: NKX2-1-related disorders, an autosomal dominant
disorder also known as brain-lung-thyroid syndrome.
Mutations in NKX2-1 cause a spectrum of disorders of which
one is ‘benign hereditary chorea’ which may be associated with
athetosis (choreoathetosis), dystonia, ataxia and other movement disorders, intellectual impairment, microcephaly, congenital hypothyroidism neonatal respiratory distress and other
conditions [95]. The term ‘benign hereditary chorea’ may be
misleading and inappropriate as many patients have more than
chorea and the multifactorial disorder can be progressive and
disabling. Although levodopa has been reported to improve
chorea and gait impairment in this disorder [33,79,95], we
have not found it helpful in our patients with chorea associated
with NKX2-1 mutation. Benign hereditary chorea has also been
shown to be caused by mutations in ADCY5 which may not be
as responsive to TBZ or levodopa [34,35]. Levodopa may also be
considered second-line treatment, after antiepileptics, in
patients with paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia [40].

2.8. Cannabinoids
2.6. Pridopidine
Pridopidine (previously known as ACR-16) is a novel drug that
belongs to a recently developed class of ‘dopamine stabilizers’

There has been considerable interest in the use of cannabinoids (CB) in treating neurological disease with particular
focus on movement disorders. CB receptors are highly
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expressed in the basal ganglia where they modulate the
release of GABA and glutamate [96]. The endocannabinoid
system has been shown to be involved in the pathogenesis
of HD and PD animal models which naturally led to studies in
its application in neurodegenerative diseases. The 2012 AAN
pharmacotherapy guidelines for HD concluded that nabilone,
a CB1 receptor agonist and class 2 controlled substance with
high abuse potential, provided modest improvement in
chorea based on a randomized controlled trial [26,97].
Drowsiness and forgetfulness were the most frequent
adverse effects. In contrast, Savitex, a mouth spray with
approximately equal amounts of tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC) and cannabidiol (CBD), provided no symptomatic benefit in HD over a 12-week period [98]. A deficiency in endocannabinoid transmission is thought to contribute to LID;
however, to date there has not been reliable evidence that
treatment with cannabinoids is helpful [68].

3. Disease-specific therapy
3.1. Autoimmune chorea
Although rare, autoimmune chorea is likely second only to HD
as a cause of chorea in adults [99]. Sydenham’s chorea (SC) is a
delayed neurological manifestation of rheumatic fever, a complication of beta-hemolytic strep infection [23]. Although typically a transient childhood disorder manifested chiefly by
asymmetric chorea, various motor and behavioral sequelae,
such as obsessive compulsive disorder may persist for many
years or decades. In rare instances, the chorea may be so
severe that it is disabling – a variant known as chorea paralytica [64]. Therefore, Sydenham disease may be considered a
more appropriate term. SC is usually described as a self-limited
condition that spontaneously remits after approximately
8–9 months; however, up to 50% of patients may continue
to manifest chorea even up to 2 years thereby necessitating
symptomatic therapy [36]. Few patients have an active infection when chorea appears; however, a 10-day course of oral or
a single intramuscular injection of penicillin is recommended
at the time of SC diagnosis. The World Health Organization
recommends secondary prophylaxis with intramuscular penicillin every 21 days and the duration depends on the severity
of cardiac involvement. If no carditis, prophylaxis can stop
after 5 years or until age 18 (whichever is longer); if mild
carditis then continue for 10 years or until age 21; and if
moderate-to-severe carditis then prophylaxis is lifelong [64].
A double-blind, placebo-controlled study of prednisone
showed beneficial effects on the course of SC [100]. The use
of VMAT2 inhibitors, neuroleptics, and antiepileptics (valproic
acid, carbamazepine) in the treatment of chorea associated
with SC has been discussed above. If these fail or if treating
more severe SC, particularly chorea paralytica, immunomodulatory treatment with prednisone, intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG), and plasmapheresis has been supported by several
case reports and case series [64]. Steroids, both oral prednisone and IV methylprednisolone, have the strongest evidence
and IVIG or plasmapheresis are typically considered only after
a steroid trial fails. Persistent chorea associated with other
autoimmune conditions such as systemic lupus erythematosus
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and primary phospholipid antibody syndrome is treated similarly [36,37,101,102]. Neither of these treatments, however, has
been examined in controlled studies.
Paraneoplastic chorea is an increasingly recognized entity
and should be considered in all forms of adult-onset chorea
if genetic testing for HD is negative. The onset of chorea
typically antecedes the diagnosis of cancer (typically an
adenocarcinoma or small cell lung cancer), sometimes by
years, and may be accompanied by other neurologic findings such as seizures, peripheral neuropathy, or cognitive
impairment [36]. Autoantibodies associated with chorea
include anti-CRMP5, anti-Hu (also known as ANNA-1), antiNMDAR, LGI1, and CASPR2 among others [36,37,101,102].
These are not always associated with a neoplasm. Patients
with anti-IgLON5 antibodies develop characteristic sleep
disorders as part of a syndrome that may include chorea,
ataxia, or even parkinsonism [101,103]. Detection and
appropriate treatment of any underlying neoplasm with
concurrent immunomodulatory therapy (steroids, IVIG, plasmapheresis, rituximab, or cyclophosphamide) is the standard of care. If chorea persists, TBZ or other VMAT2
inhibitors and neuroleptics may be needed for effective
symptomatic control [36,99].

3.2. Polycythemia Vera
Polycythemia Vera (PV) is a myeloproliferative disorder in
which neurological complications are common. Chorea may
be seen in 0.5–5% of cases likely due to hyperviscosity causing
basal ganglia hypoperfusion or altered platelet dopamine
metabolism [104]. Recognizing PV-related chorea is important
because with prompt treatment it is usually reversible.
Treatment includes repeat phlebotomies with chemotherapy
to achieve remission, coupled with VMAT2 inhibitors [104,105].

4. Diet
Celiac disease has been associated with various neurologic
manifestations including chorea, which may respond to gluten-free diet [37,106]. Strict diet can postpone onset of chorea
among other symptoms in several childhood metabolic disorders including GLUT1 deficiency (ketogenic diet), phenylketonuria (phenylalanine-reduced), and glutaric acidemia type
1 (lysine-reduced diet) [107].

5. Surgical therapy
Surgical procedures have been successfully used to treat dyskinesias for many years with ablative procedures gradually
being replaced by thalamic and pallidal deep brain stimulation
(DBS) over the past two decades. The effectiveness of DBS is
well recognized in movement disorders such as PD, essential
tremor, dystonia, and other hyperkinetic movement disorders
including chorea [108]. Surgery is rarely needed to treat
chorea, but it is a viable option for persistent or medically
refractory patients with either inherited or acquired forms.
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5.1. Deep brain stimulation
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5.1.1. HD chorea
HD poses a challenge to DBS given the coexistence of hyperkinetic and hypokinetic signs in addition to progressive neurodegeneration causing cognitive impairment and motor
decline such that every HD patient is a ‘moving target.’
Experience with PD patients has shown that ventral GPi stimulation has an anti-kinetic effect and dorsal stimulation has a
pro-kinetic effect [108]. Given this and the success of GPi
stimulation in LID, the GPi has been the most frequent target
in studies of DBS in HD. To date, there have been multiple
case reports, case series and one prospective randomized,
double-blind study demonstrating reduction of chorea with
DBS in HD that target bilateral GPi at frequencies ranging from
40 to 180 Hz [109,110]. A prospective open-label study of 7 HD
patients who underwent MRI-guided bilateral GPi DBS with
median duration of follow up of 3 years, showed a significant
reduction of chorea with regular off-stimulation testing confirming a persistent therapeutic effect of DBS on chorea [111].
Most, but not all studies, have found a positive correlation
between frequency and chorea suppression; however, several
demonstrated DBS-induced bradykinesia and dystonia at higher
frequencies that offset the improvement in chorea [110]. This has
prompted consideration of other targets to enhance global benefit. In one case, quadruple GPi and STN DBS showed a reduced
side effect of bradykinesia but STN DBS alone did not improve
chorea, nor provide additional chorea control during quadruple
stimulation than GPi alone [112]. A randomized, double-blind
controlled study evaluated 6 patients, including 2 with juvenile
(Westphal) variants for equivalence of GPi and GPe stimulation
with an open-label 6-month follow up to assess chronic treatment
effects [113]. Beneficial treatment effects did not differ between
the two nuclei and DBS was safe and effective overall. Of note, no
improvement was seen in the 2 juvenile variant cases which is why
such cases are excluded from an ongoing European, multicenter,
randomized, quadruple-blind, prospective trial looking at pallidal
DBS in HD that will measure the difference between groups in the
UHDRS-TMS at 12 weeks postoperatively compared to baseline as
its primary outcome (NCT02535884).
Smith et al. analyzed several case reports and case series with
bilateral GPi DBS and found a mean improvement in UHDRS
total score of 24.4% and chorea subscore of 58.2% with a followup period ranging from 8 months to 4 years [109]. While
improvement in chorea was sustained over time, other motor
features of HD such as dystonia and parkinsonism did not
respond as well. This is very relevant when considering DBS in
HD as chorea is the predominant phenotype early in the disease
while rigidity and other Parkinsonian signs may develop later.
Despite marked variability, overall good clinical results have
been reported up to 5 years postoperatively [114,115].

5.1.2. Non-HD chorea
Several case reports and series have evaluated DBS in neuroacanthocytosis [108]. The largest series is by Miquel et al. who
carried out a worldwide, multicenter, retrospective review of 15
cases of bilateral GPi DBS in neuroacanthocytosis and found that
it effectively reduced the severity of drug-resistant hyperkinetic
movements, whereas Parkinsonism did not improve [116].

Chorea returned when DBS was turned off. A study of two
cases described better outcomes with combination GPi and
thalamic (VOP) stimulation in neuroacanthocytosis; where GPi
DBS apparently improved abnormalities of posture and VOP
DBS had more robust effects on chorea [117]. There was progressive improvement in chorea over 1 year of follow up.
Several case series of GPi DBS (and rare STN DBS) have
reported immediate or delayed improvement in symptoms (by
at least 50%) in patients with TD [17]. The American Academy of
Neurology has deemed the level of evidence on the use of DBS in
the treatment of TD as insufficient (level U) [118]. Improvement
with DBS has been reported in cases of medically refractory
paroxysmal nonkinesigenic dyskinesia that targeted GPi and
Vim [109,119], ‘senile chorea’ targeting GPi and VOP [115], generalized chorea in cerebral palsy targeting GPi and Vim [109] and
chorea or hemiballism seen with diabetes, thalamic or basal
ganglia stroke and developmental anomalies targeting different
combinations of nuclei [30,109]. Both GPi and STN DBS have
been found to improve various forms of LID [68]. A recent
cases series of 3 patients with GNAO1 mutations causing severe,
life-threatening, hyperkinetic exacerbations (including chorea,
dystonia and orofaciolingual dyskinesias) demonstrated significant improvement with bilateral GPi DBS [88]. Controlled studies
are needed to help identify the ideal candidates for surgery. The
possibility of publication bias in DBS studies is well recognized as
negative outcomes are far less likely to be published [115,120].

6. Transcranial magnetic stimulation
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been studied in
small cohorts of LID and HD with variable success [68,121].
Improvement of mood in HD after low-frequency repetitive
TMS has been reported [110]. Given its brief duration of
benefit (in the range of minutes) and absence of welldesigned, controlled, long-term studies, it is currently not a
recommended treatment option.

7. Conclusion
This review provides a description of the clinical practices and
current evidence for the treatment options of chorea. An
approach to treatment and the available options are summarized in Figure 2. Information on current, ongoing phase II and
III clinical trials investigating treatments for chorea obtained
from clinicaltrials.gov as of August 2017 are listed in Table 2.

8. Expert commentary
Chorea is one of several hyperkinetic movement disorders, characterized by jerk-like, random movements. In most cases, there is
no pathogenesis-targeted therapy and only symptomatic treatment can be offered. Few randomized controlled studies have
examined the effects of medical or surgical treatments of chorea,
mostly in patients with HD. Clinical trials are difficult to design in
HD given the variations in phenotype and its tendency to change
over time. Additionally, pharmaceutical interest in clinical trials
for older agents is limited. Clinical practice is variable across
experts and influenced by availability, cost, adverse effect profile,
and patient comorbidity. Antipsychotics are the most commonly

Huntington’s
disease
North-American, open-label, extension of
PRIDE-HD
II
Active, not
recruiting
OPEN-HART (NCT01306929)

II
Recruiting
LEGATO-HD (NCT02215616)

Huntington’s
disease
Huntington’s
disease
Randomized, quadruple-blind, placebocontrolled study
Multicenter, randomized, triple-blind,
placebo-controlled efficacy and safety
study
III
Recruiting
REVHD (NCT02336633)

II
TRIHEP3 (NCT02453061)

Huntington’s
disease
Huntington’s
disease
II

Enrolling by
invitation
Recruiting
SIGNAL (NCT02481674)

Multi-center, randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled study
Randomized, quadruple-blind, placebocontrolled study

®

Huntington’s
disease
Multicenter, prospective, randomized,
controlled, quadruple-blind study
II
Recruiting
HD-DBS (NCT02535884)

Only Phase II and III trails with ‘recruiting’, ‘active, not recruiting’, ‘enrolling by invitation’ status, drug or device intervention, and a motor outcome measure are shown. AE’s: adverse effects; HD: Huntington’s disease; MRS:
magnetic resonance spectroscopy; UHDRS: Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale.

March 2011–April 2021

November 2014–August 2018

July 2015–January 2019

June 2015–June 2017

July 2015–June 2019

1. Safety and tolerability, laboratory test
2. Changes in UHDRS-motor among others
Triheptanoin oil 1 g/kg/ 1. 31-P MRS change, caudate atrophy
day
change
2. Change in UHDRS among others
Resveratrol 80 mg/day 1. Rate of caudate atrophy
2. UHDRS among others
Laquinimod 0.5, 1,
1. Change in baseline UHDRS total motor
1.5 mg/day
score
2. UHDRS total functional capacity score
among others
Pridopidine 45 mg
1. Incidence of AEs
twice daily
2. UHDRS total motor score over time

Outcome measures
Study duration
1. Incidence of AEs
November 2013–October 2017
2. Change in baseline UHDRS, laboratory
parameters, vital signs, ECG parameters
1. UHDRS-TMS difference
July 2014–September 2019
2. Difference in UHDRS-chorea among others

Intervention
SD-809
(deutetrabenazine)
6, 9, or 12 mg/day
ACTIVA PC
neurostimulator
(Model 37601)
VX15/2503
Conditions
Huntington’s
disease
Status
Phase
Design
Active, not
III
Multicenter, open-label, long term safety
recruiting
extension of FIRST-HD
Study
ARC-HD (NCT01897896)

Table 2. Results of search term ‘chorea’ at clinicaltrials.gov as of August 2017.
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used drugs based on the available retrospective analyses and
international surveys but these are now dated and may not
reflect current practice [54,58]. In our experience, the most
robust evidence supports the use of dopamine depleters such
TBZ and deutetrabenazine, considered the first-line therapy for
HD-related chorea. Both have received FDA approval but TBZ
appears to have more adverse effects, particularly depression
and sedation, whereas deutetrabenazine has been shown to
have adverse effects profile not much different than placebo
[43]. Valbenazine and deutetrabenazine are FDA approved for
TD and should be considered first line if chorea is part of a tardive
syndrome. The dopamine depleters provide an advantage over
antipsychotics in that they do not cause TD [15,17]. Amantadine
is first line for LID and frequently used as adjunctive therapy in all
forms of chorea [68]. Antipsychotics continue to present a double-edged sword. Recent reviews acknowledge that although
decades of case reports and case series support their use in
chorea, especially if psychiatric comorbidities exist, the benefit
is counterbalanced by motor adverse effects such as TD, dystonia, and parkinsonism [51]. We consider them second-line treatment in chorea and when used, atypical agents such as
quetiapine or olanzapine are preferred. Low-dose haloperidol
can be used safely in chorea during pregnancy in the second
and third trimesters [65]. There is no recent evidence to support
benzodiazepines but they are frequently used as adjunctive
therapy in chorea. There is little evidence to support the use of
antiepileptics in HD chorea but they are frequently used in nonHD chorea. Valproic acid is used frequently to treat chorea
associated with SC and carbamazepine is the most effective
treatment for paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia [36,40].
Paraneoplastic chorea is typically approached initially by surgical
resection of the underlying neoplasm followed by immunomodulatory therapy. If chorea persists, it can be managed with
dopamine depleters or antipsychotics. The endocannabinoid
system plays a role in neurodegenerative disease but more
studies are needed to determine the effectiveness of cannabinoid drugs. For medically refractory chorea, DBS is a feasible
option although no controlled studies exist. DBS has been
shown to be effective in the treatment of chorea associated
with HD, NA, TD, and various acquired forms of chorea
[108,109]. The most frequent target is GPi and other targets
have been rarely studied.

9. Five-year view
Despite discovering the mutation in HD over two decades ago,
there is still no therapy that treats the underlying pathogenesis;
only symptomatic therapy is available. A similar situation
applies to many other forms of chorea. Several investigational
symptomatic and disease-modifying drugs for HD are currently
in phase I and II of development. TBZ and the new dopamine
depleters, deutetrabenazine and valbenazine, are gaining
widespread use in the treatment of chorea and other hyperkinetic movement disorders. Their use, however, is limited by
high cost and frequent denials by third party payers, particularly for off-label indications. The evidence to support the use
of antipsychotics remains scattered and limited to case reports
and small studies. They remain valuable in patients with
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psychiatric comorbidities; however, this advantage may be offset by the increasing use of dopamine depleters that have been
shown to have utility in psychiatric disorders too. Novel molecules such as the ‘dopamine stabilizer’ dopidines may eventually replace antipsychotics given that their proposed
mechanism of action helps to normalize dopamine transmission rather than simply block it. The best studied is pridopidine
(previously known as ACR 16) which has shown promising
results in three studies of HD-related chorea. As the understanding of the neurophysiology and genetics of chorea
grows, an increasing overlap with other neurological disorders
such as ataxias and genetic encephalopathies is being recognized. This potentially opens the way to new treatment
options. Registries such as ENROLL-HD may provide valuable
observational data that can guide future areas of study.
Surgical management continues to pose a complex challenge
given the heterogeneous presentation of patients with chorea.
However, evolving neuromodulation technology offers hope
and ongoing clinical experience and research continues to
add new data. Controlled studies will help identify the ideal
candidates for surgery as well as the most effective surgical
targets. Table 2 lists the ongoing clinical trials for the treatment
of chorea. More randomized controlled trials for the symptomatic treatment of chorea are needed to assess the efficacy of
potential drugs. Head-to-head studies are needed to compare
relative efficacy and adverse effect profiles.

Key issues
● Chorea is a common hyperkinetic movement disorder with
a broad differential diagnosis, but Huntington’s disease is
the most common cause.
● Tetrabenazine and deutetrabenazine are the only drugs
with formal approval for treatment of chorea in
Huntington’s disease; deutetrabenazine and valbenazine
have been also approved for the treatment of tardive
dyskinesia.
● Atypical antipsychotics may not be as effective in the treatment of chorea as the classic antipsychotics but tend to be
better tolerated and carry a smaller, but still meaningful,
risk of tardive dyskinesia.
● Novel drugs such as the ‘dopamine stabilizer’ dopidines,
such as pridopidine, show some promise in the treatment
of chorea but further studies are needed to prove their
long-term efficacy.
● DBS is an option for medically refractory cases of chorea
but has been studied only in a small cases series. The most
frequent target is bilateral GPi. High frequencies are associated with bradykinesia and dystonia.
● There are several specific therapies for unique chorea
syndromes.
● A growing understanding of the neurophysiology and
genetics of chorea will help open the way to potential
treatment options.
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